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Roadmap of the course
 What is software architecture?
 Designing Software Architecture 

 Requirements: quality attributes or qualities
 How to achieve requirements : tactics
 How do tactics lead to architectural styles
 Case studies on architectural styles, observe the achieved qualities

 The ADD method

 Documenting software architecture
 Bass and all
 Today: Hofmeister and all  the “four views”
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The four views origin
 Study on SA for large, complex INDUSTRIAL systems
 Study purpose
 Understand architectural issues facing designers
 Understand current practices, and best practices
 Find out commonalities across domains
 Find out underlying principles leading to good and useful SA

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Image and signal processing systemsReal-time OSComm systemsInstrumentation and control  systemsInterviews: architects and designersInspected : design documents and codeLooked for: important system structures and their usesHow: questionaire about SA – initially; later interview too, after studying the documents
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Precise study goals
 For each system
 Understand the problem
 Understand the SA and how it addresses the problem
 Find out the methods and approaches used by architects in 

designing the SA
 Find out how the SA was used during development, 

maintenance, evolution, other products in the same family, 
successors of the product
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Study broad result
 SA is separated into views
 Not a new idea
 Not a general agreement on what views are the most useful
 Separating different aspects into different views helps in 

managing COMPLEXITY

 Conceptual, module, execution, and code views
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The four views
 Based on practical observations
 Architects do not necessarily recognized them as separate views

 Address different engineering concerns
 Each describes a different kind of structure
 Structures loosely coupled between views
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What the four views are
 Code view 

 Organization of source code into object code, libraries, binaries, then in turn 
into versions, files and directories

 Module view
 Decomposition of system and partitioning of modules into layers
 Due to complexity

 Execution view
 Allocation of functional components to runtime entities; communication, 

coordination, synchronization between them; mapping to HW

 Conceptual view
 Description of system in terms of its major design elements and relationships 

among them; tied closely to application domain

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Each present in every system!This is the order they came to be decoupled
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Conceptual view: engineering concerns
 System functionality mapped to conceptual components
 Coordination and data exchange handled by connectors
 Independence from SW and HW techniques
 Logical flow of control
 Concerns

 How does system fulfill requirements?
 COTS components
 Incorporated domain-specific HW/SW 
 Functionality partitioned into product releases
 Prior generations of product, future generations
 Product lines
 Impact of changes in requirements or domain

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Pipe and filter exampleModule decomposotion view, concurrency view
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Module view: engineering concerns
 Components and connectors mapped into subsystems

and modules
 Conceptual solution realized with current SW and HW 

technologies and platforms
 Concerns
 How is the product mapped to SW platform?
 System support or services used, where?
 Testing support
 How to minimize dependencies between modules
 How to maximize reuse of modules/subsystems
 How to protect the product from changes in COTS SW, SW 

platform, changes in the standards
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Execution view: engineering concerns
 Modules mapped into runtime platform elements, and these 

mapped to HW architecture
 Defines the system’s runtime entities and their  attributes 

(memory usage, HW assignment)
 Flow of control as seen from the runtime platform
 Concerns

 How does system meet its performance, recovery, reconfiguration 
requirements

 Balancing resource usage
 Necessary concurrency, replication, distribution w/o adding much 

complexity to control algorithms?
 Minimize impact of changes in runtime platform
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Code view: engineering concerns
 Runtime entities mapped to deployment components (e.g. 

executables)
 Modules mapped to source components
 How source components produce deployment components
 Concerns

 Reduce time and effort for product upgrades
 Management of product versions and releases
 Reduce build time
 Needed tools for development environment
 Support for integration and testing
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Use of the four views
 Prioritize design decisions and determine dependencies 

among them
 Result: set of design activities and an order based on their 

dependencies
 Not all decisions can be made up front
 Architect makes the most reasonable decisions
 Iterate back to the architecture and make changes when 

necessary
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Expectations from using the four views
 Tracing influencing factors and requirements throughout 

architecture
 Sequencing design activities
 Making design trade-offs
 Supporting system qualities (performance…)
 Supporting general qualities (buildability…)
 Ensuring no aspects of architecture are overlooked
 Producing useful documentation of architecture

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Notation: UMLNot the perfect nor the best architecture; experience counts
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Design tasks for each view
 Global analysis

 Identify external influencing factors and critical requirements that could 
affect architecture

 Analyze the above to come up with strategies for designing architecture

 Central design task
 Define elements of the view and their relationships, how they are configured
 Global evaluation: ongoing task

 Which source of info at which time (from multiple input sources)
 Do decisions here have impact on prior design tasks?
 Evaluate central design decisions for impact on each other

 Final design task
 Exp: resource budgeting, interface definition
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Global analysis
 Purpose
 Identify external factors that influence the architecture
 Analyze the above and develop strategies for accommodating 

them into architecture
 Factor tables

 Meant to complement risk analysis and requirements 
analysis

 Factors
 Organizational
 Technological
 Product
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Organizational factors
 Constrain design choices
 Some apply only to developing product (development schedule, 

budget)
 Some apply to all products of an organization (organizational 

attitudes, SW process)

 Record results of analysis process
 Individual developers should use them when making decisions 

to address specific design choices
 Architect should monitor the efficacy and relevance of the 

chosen strategies, make changes if needed

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Ignorance => architecture cannot be implemented



Technological  and product factors
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 Technological factors
 Obvious influence on architecture
 Hardware, software, standards
 Changes over time

 Product factors
 Primary influence over the architecture
 Functional features of the product
 Qualities
 Should support future changes



Global Analysis activities
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Analyze factors
 Identify and describe factors that
 Have a significant global influence
 Can the factor’s influence be localized?
 Factor important during which stages of development
 New expertise and skills for this factor?

 Could change during development
 Are difficult to satisfy
 With which there is little experience

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Fig 3.1
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Analyze factors, 2
 Factor flexibility: what is negotiable
 With any stakeholders
 Info needed when factors conflict or cannot be fulfilled
 How to determine
 Possible to influence/change factor so that architecture task becomes 

easier?
 How can be influenced?
 To what extent can be influenced?
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Analyze factors, 3
 Factor changeability: what can change
 In the factor itself
 In the way you use it in the future
 How to determine
 In what way could the factor change?
 How likely will it change during/after development?
 How often?
 Will factor be affected by changes in other factors?
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Analyze factors, 4
 Analyze impact of factors
 On the architecture
 If one factor was to change, which will be affected and how:
 Other factor?
 Components?
 Modes of system operation?
 Other design decisions?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Factor table



Factor tables
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Develop strategies
 Identify issues and their influencing factors
 Issue may arise from limitations/constraints imposed by factors
 Exp: aggressive schedule cannot include all requirements 

 Issue may result from need to reduce impact of changeability of 
factors
 Exp: reduce cost of porting to another OS

 Issue may develop due to difficulty in satisfying product factors
 Exp: high throughput may overload CPU

 Issue may arise from need to have a common solution to global 
requirements
 Exp: error handling, recovery

Presenter
Presentation Notes
For architecture design or implementation
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Develop strategies, 2
 Develop solutions and specific strategies that address the 

goals:
 Reduce or localize the factor’s influence
 Reduce the impact of the factor’s changeability on the design 

and other factors
 Reduce or localize required areas of expertise or skills
 Reduce overall time and effort

Presenter
Presentation Notes
For architecture design or implementation
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Develop strategies, 3
 Identify related strategies
 No strategy duplication
 Standard format (issue card) to describe 
 Each issue, its influencing factors and their impact 
 General discussion of its solution
 Strategies that addresses it

 Meaningful names for strategies

Presenter
Presentation Notes
For architecture design or implementation



Issue card
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Typical categories of influencing factors

Organizational 
factors

Technological 
factors

Product factors

O1: Management T1: general purpose 
hardware

P1: Functional features

O2: Staff skills, interests, 
strengths, weaknesses

T2: domain-specific 
hardware

P2: User interface

O3: Process and 
development environment

T3: software technology P3: performance 

O4: development 
schedule

T4: architecture 
technology

P4: dependability

O5: development budget T5: standards P5: failure detection, 
reporting, recovery
P6: service

P7: Product cost



Example 
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Example 2
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Example 3
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Example 4
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Example 5
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Conceptual architecture view
 Closest to application domain
 Product = collection of decomposable, interconnected 

conceptual components and connectors
 Appealing due to reuse potential, COTS
 Means communication and control understood

 Components: independently executing peers
 Functionality 
 Only simple control

 Connectors: communication and control aspects
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Global properties
 In addition to communication, control
 Exp: performance, dependability
 Not all properties can be considered in the conceptual view
 Portability in module view

 The considered properties should be reconsidered in other 
views
 Exp: performance also in execution view, make sure it’s fulfilled 
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Conceptual view usage
 Conceptual architecture view completed:
 We can reason about the system ability to fulfill functional 

requirements and global properties

 All use cases /scenarios used to capture desired system 
behavior should be satisfied by the conceptual view
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Design activities for conceptual view
 Global Analysis
 Central design task: tightly coupled tasks:
 Conceptual components
 Conceptual connectors
 Global evaluation
 Conceptual configuration

 Final design task: resource budgeting
 Assign resources to components and connectors
 Refined in execution view



Design tasks
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Global analysis
 Prior to this, consider
 Product requirements
 Use cases
 System requirements and interactions
 Understand interface to environment
 Understand users, other interacting systems
 Modes of operation for system
 Functional requirements, system qualities, global properties
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Global analysis for conceptual view
 Focus on factors most relevant to conceptual view
 All product factors
 Closest view to domain

 Technological factors: domain-specific HW, architecture 
technology, domain-specific standards

 Organizational factors: management, development schedule, 
development budget
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Central design tasks
 Define components and connector types
 Define how component and connectors interconnect
 Map system functionality to components and connectors
 Functional behavior in components
 Control behavior in connectors

 Define instances of both and their interconnections

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Not a particular orderDomain-specific or reference architecturePL architectureArchitectural style (3 and 4 task before knowing)
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Conceptual components
 Both types and instances
 Have ports – interaction points for component
 Both incoming and outgoing messages (operations)

 Each port has associated protocol
 Mandates how incoming and outgoing operations can be 

ordered

 Concentrate the system functionality in them

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Behavior for types! 



diagram
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Conceptual connectors
 Both types and instances
 Have roles – points of interaction with other architecture 

elements
 Obey associated protocol

 Behavior also needs to be described
 The control aspects



diagram
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Conceptual configuration
 Define relations among components and connectors
 Conceptual configuration between types
 Constrains how instances of the types will be interconnected

 Conceptual configuration containing instances
 Defines which instances are in the product and how they 

interconnect
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Final task: resource budgeting
 Allocates resources to component and connector instances
 Rather late in typical design process
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Module view
 Main purpose:
 Get closer to the system’s implementation in software

 Conceptual view
 Functional relationships explicit

 Module view
 Functionality mapping to modules (implementation) is explicit
 Relationships among implementing elements explicit
 How the system uses SW platform (e.g. OS)

 Not only a refinement of the conceptual view: also a 
repartitioning

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Call/return semantics: same or different CPU means same or distinct modules (local vs remote procedure call)
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Conceptual vs module view
 Conceptual view
 Functionality resides in components
 Interaction via connectors
 Sophisticated control functionality

 Module view
 Functionality + control into modules
 Modules require and provide interfaces
 No implementation
 No configuration

 Comes in the execution view
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Design tasks
 Global analysis, central design, interface design
 Central design uses
 Issue cards from global analysis
 Components, connectors, configuration from conceptual view

 Central design produces
 Modules, subsystems, layers
 These will be used in interface design, plus in the central design tasks of 

execution and code views

 Feedback 



Design tasks
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Global analysis
 Specific factors
 Organizational: staff skills, process and development 

environment, development budget
 Technological: general-purpose hardware, software technology, 

standards
 Specific strategies
 Related to modifiability, portability, reuse
 Also related to performance, dependability, failure detection, 

reporting, recovery
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Central design task
 To do
 Map conceptual elements to subsystems and modules
 Create layers
 Assign modules to layers

 Guidelines
 Strategies from global analysis
 Experience with prior products
 General SW engineering experience
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Modules 
 Map conceptual elements to subsystems and modules
 Subsystem
 Higher level conceptual component (contains other 

components and connectors)
 Can contain other subsystems and modules

 Module
 Corresponds to one conceptual element or many
 Can be decomposed into other modules
 Parent module just a container; only leaf modules correspond to code



diagram
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Subsystems and modules meta-model
 Module 
 Encapsulates data and operations to provide a service
 Provided services defined by the provided interfaces
 Required services defined by the required interfaces
 Use dependency
 Require and provide relations
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Defining the modules
 Conceptual elements mapped to modules
 Modules
 Get responsibility
 Decomposition
 Use dependency

 After initial mapping
 Refine and split modules (for independent development)
 Combine modules (for efficiency)
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Defining the modules, 2
 Add new (supporting) modules
 No counterparts in conceptual view
 Due to factors not pinned down to specific component
 Failure recovery, detection

 Due to services needed by existing modules but not provided 
by SW platform

 Decomposition until understanding well
 module responsibilities
 Implementation and integration risks
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Defining the modules, 3
 Container module
 Contained modules more tightly coupled than modules 

contained in a subsystem
 Assigned as such to only one team/person to develop

 Leaf modules
 Still abstract!
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Layers 
 Organize modules into a partially ordered hierarchy
 Module in a layer
 Can use any other module in that layer
 Can use modules in other layers too
 Required and provided interfaces of such modules are also required and 

provided by the layer

 Used to constrain the use dependency
 Can contain sub-layers
 Additional structuring within layer



diagram
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Layers use
 Reduce complexity
 Encapsulate external components
 COTS SW, HW

 Separate system services from user interface SW
 Support reuse
 Assign common services to an application services layer

 Provide for design independence
 Change in OS does not affect whole system



Modules or layers first?
 Start identifying layers when identifying modules
 Bottom up
 Layers and dependencies among them grow from module responsibilities 

and their dependencies
 Top down
 Begin with set of layers (experience with other projects in the domain)
 When identified, modules assigned to layers
 Layers are guide for defining modules

 Typically: a combination
 Architects have a broad layer division in mind
 Application, UI, system services

 As modules defined, they refine the layer model
 Add additional layers for domain-specific functionality
 Create sublayers when too complex layer

17-Feb-1063
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Global evaluation
 Multiple sources of guidance for central design task
 Conceptual view design
 Global analysis strategies
 SA experience
 General knowledge of SA and SW engineering

 What info source at what time
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Global evaluation, 2
 Second GE aspect
 Look for feedback to tasks and decisions earlier made in the 

design
 Look for additional factors, issues, strategies to feed back to the 

global analysis
 Any decision about modules and layers will change something in 

the conceptual view design
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Global evaluation, 3
 Third aspect
 Evaluate module view decisions with respect to each other
 Adjust modules and subsystems based on layer decisions and vice versa
 Define new interfaces
 Revise interfaces
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Final design task: interface design
 Describe the interfaces for each of the  identified modules 

and layers
 Detailed design

 Done after central design task complete
 May need to
 Define new interfaces
 Split/combine interfaces
 Feedback to central design task



Example interface
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Execution view
 Main purpose:
 Describes system structure in terms of runtime platform 

elements
 OS tasks, processes, threads, address spaces

 Captures
 How system’s functionality is assigned to the runtime platform elements
 How resulting runtime instances communicate
 How physical resources are allocated to them
 Location, migration, replication of runtime instances
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Execution view, 2
 Driving forces

 Performance, distribution requirements, runtime platform (SW, HW)

 Used for
 Performance analysis, monitoring, tuning, debugging, service maintenance

 Sometimes trivial (single thread, single process)
 Provides better preparation for change: This view will likely 

change more often than other views because
 Strong dependency on SW and HW platform => adapt to changes/advances 

in technology
 Tightly coupled with performance and distribution requirements

 Tuning of execution view during development
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Design tasks
 Global analysis, central design, resource allocation
 Central design uses

 Issue cards from global analysis
 Components, connectors, configuration from conceptual view
 Modules, to be mapped into runtime entities
 HW architecture also input here

 Central design produces
 Runtime entities, communication paths, execution configuration

 Runtime entities input to code view
 Influence system implementation (source code)

 Final design task: resource allocation
 Could uncover resource constraints that require some decision changes (infrequent)

 Feedback 
 New factors, issues, strategies feed back to global analysis
 Updates in conceptual view decisions, module repartitioning



Design tasks
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Global analysis
 Specific factors
 Performance requirements, communication mechanisms
 Dependability 

 Specific strategies
 Resource sharing, scheduling policies
 Sometimes these are only known later

 Analysis of HW and SW platforms
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HW platform
 List of HW components used in the system
 Topology or interconnection of them
 Determine 
 Which parts of HW platform could change
 The likelihood of change
 When the change would occur
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SW platform
 Need to know the infrastructure SW in between the HW 

platform and the product
 OS (traditionally)
 OS + network software + middleware layers + DBMS 

(nowadays)
 Products within a company share common SW platform 

(product line products especially)

 List platform elements to use in this view



diagram
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SW platform, 2 
 Determine 
 Which parts of SW platform could change
 The likelihood, time, impact of change
 SW may change as result of HW change
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Runtime entities
 To do
 Map (conceptual components and) modules to identified 

platform elements
 Runtime entity allocated to a platform element

 Runtime entities with no direct correspondence to modules
 Demons, other server processes
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Runtime entities, 2
 Resource
 Sharing
 Allowed or required among runtime entities
 Files, buffers, servers, etc

 Replication
 Distribution across hosts

 Decisions recorded as runtime characteristics of each 
runtime entity
 Exp: host type, replication, concurrency control used, other 

resource sharing policies
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Communication paths
 Expected and allowed communication paths between 

runtime entities
 Mechanisms and resources (platform elements) used for that 

communication
 Communication mechanism can use platform elements such as 

mailboxes, queues, buffers, files
 Implementation of protocols for paths
 Distributed among runtime entities participating in the 

communication
 New runtime entities can be introduced if protocol too 

complex
 Exp: links to special HW



diagram
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Execution configuration
 The runtime topology of the system
 Instances of runtime entities and how they are connected

 Determine runtime instances and their attributes
 Corresponding runtime entity and host name
 Resource allocation of each instance
 Info about creation and destruction
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Execution configuration, 2
 Describe interconnection of  runtime instances
 Which runtime instances communicate
 Temporary and permanent comm. paths
 Execution configuration diagram
 Entities and instances of them

 Rarely static
 Need to determine and describe

 How the configuration changes over time
 How are the changes controlled

 Operating phase, start-up and shut-down
 Some systems: configuration that changes during operation
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Global evaluation
 Multiple inputs for central design task
 Conceptual view design
 Concurrency among conceptual components, that execution configuration must 

support
 Global analysis strategies
 Performance, dependability

 Modules and their dependencies
 Constrain runtime entities and their communication

 HW architecture
 HW resources, constraints on SW platform
 Implementation cost, avoid complex algorithms

 What info source at what time
 Balance these guidelines and restrictions
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Global evaluation, 2
 Performance experiments or simulations
 Analytic techniques not enough

 Results of global evaluation
 Adjust/refine boundaries of runtime entities
 Modify their characteristics accordingly
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Final design task: resource allocation
 Consider runtime instances, budgets defined in 

configuration task
 Allocate them to particular HW resources
 Assign specific values to the budgeted attributes
 Exp: setting process priorities

 Global analysis
 Identified resources to be allocated, HW, and SW platforms => 

resulting resources
 SW platform
 Fixed or configurable number of each type of platform elements
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Final design task: resource allocation 2
 Allocation decisions
 Fairly localized
 Often made at build time

 Intention: use standard techniques from global analysis
 And specific strategies

 Exp: RMS (rate monotonic scheduling) used to assign 
priorities to processes

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Feedback !
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Code view
 Describes how SW implementing system is organized
 Source components implement individual elements in module view
 Deployment components instantiate runtime entities in execution 

view
 Executables, libraries, configuration files

 How the above components related to each other via intermediate 
components

 How all of these are organized according to the development 
environment of organization

 Design decisions related to configuration management, multiple 
releases, testing
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Primary goal of code view
 Facilitate system
 Construction
 Integration 
 Installation
 Testing 

 While respecting integrity of all other views
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Use of code view
 Isolates the construction and development aspects of a system in a 

separate view => flexibility
 Code view describes how a module, its interfaces, and 

dependencies are mapped to language-specific components and 
dependencies

 Module and execution view are language-independent
 How much of a module’s functionality is implemented in each 

release
 How source components and intermediate libraries are released to 

other teams for integration and testing
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Code view, 2
 Sometimes straightforward
 One executable, small development team

 For complex systems not so
 Multiple executables
 Shared components
 Large team
 Concurrent development

 Driving forces
 Implementation language, development tools, development 

environment, development process
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Code view, 3
 Organizes code components to support
 Daily concurrent development tasks
 Edit, compile, build, test

 Building system parts and releasing them to different teams for 
installation, integration, testing

 Ease of maintenance and change
 Enforcement of architectural design decisions
 Encapsulation, abstraction, allowed dependencies

 Configuration management of different system versions
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Design tasks
 Global analysis, central design, final design task
 Global analysis

 Identify and review inputs to design process
 Factors and strategies that influence the code view

 Goal: develop strategies specifically for constructing the system and building 
in flexibility

 Central design task
 Organize source, intermediate, and deployment components
 Components relationships to module and execution views are made explicit
 Evaluate continually the decisions

 Final design task
 Detailed decisions referring to build procedures and configuration 

management



Design tasks
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Global analysis
 Specific factors
 Development platform
 Development environment
 Capabilities of various tools, configuration mgmt, necessary or feasible to 

cross-platform development

 Development process
 Identify process and testing requirements

 Development schedule 
 Analyze whether product released in stages
 Analyze whether developers and testers will work concurrently on 

multiple releases

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Start by reviewing global analyses of module and execution views
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Central design task
 Map elements from module and execution views to code 

components
 Organize them according to criteria established during global 

analysis
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Source components
 Identify source components
 Map elements and dependencies from module view to source 

components and dependencies
 Organize source components using storage structures 

(directories, files)
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Source components, 2
 Typically source components for language-specific interfaces

and modules, or for components that generate them
 Dependencies between source components
 Import: compile-time dependency
 Generate: source comp generated from another source comp 

(exp: preprocessing)
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Source components, 3
 Module view elements mapped into language-specific source 

components implementing them
 Organize source components so that they can be developed 

and tested by individual developers
 Directory hierarchy
 Database, shared repository
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Intermediate components
 Identify intermediate components
 Binary components, libraries

 Identify their dependencies on source components and each 
other

 Organize them using storage structures (directories, files)
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Intermediate components, 2
 Intermediate components specific to the implementation 

language and development environment
 Organize intermediate components to facilitate sharing
 Time for edit-compile-link reduced
 Static libraries
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Deployment components
 Identify and map runtime entities and dependencies in 

execution view to deployment components and their 
dependencies

 Organize deployment components
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Deployment components, 2
 Deployed at runtime to instantiate runtime entities
 Executables
 Same as dynamic libraries, but also related to dynamic libraries by a link 

dependency
 Dynamic libraries
 Related to binary components and static libraries by a link dependency

 Configuration descriptions
 Can describe processes and resources

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Using dynamic libraries: reduce link-time dependencies, more flexibility in changing implementationCan increase start-up time
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Deployment components, 3
 Organize deployment components
 Small system: simple, one/two packages containing files for an 

executable and its configuration descriptions
 Large system: can be very complex
 Exp: separate file system for storage of data and for shared memory areas
 Exp: separately organize each executable and associated components 

(required resources and data)
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Global evaluation
 Input from
 Strategies in global analysis
 Design decisions in module and execution views
 Development environment, execution platform

 Major evaluating criteria
 Preserving integrity of architectural decisions
 Integrating smoothly with development environment, external 

components
 Other criteria
 Consistency, simplicity, uniformity of design decisions

 Evaluates all design decisions against these criteria
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Final design task
 Add detail to decisions made in central design tasks
 Build procedure
 Design procedure for building and installing intermediate and 

deployment components

 Configuration mgmt
 Determine design decisions related to mgmt of versions and 

releases of components
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